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Introduction
Thank you for downloading my ebook. I have researched Twitter thoroughly over the
years and have discovered that most people are trying to make money off it the wrong
way. By following the techniques outlined in this ebook, you can unleash Twitter's
powerful ability to shape online opinions. Build a solid online brand that can make you
money year after year by following these tips.
To Your Success!
Gene Eugenio
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Chapter 1
Twitter: What People Think It Is and What It Really Is

If you downloaded this free eBook, you probably have a lot of expectations regarding
Twitter. You probably have heard from online promoters that Twitter is basically an ATM
machine. Well, I'm not disputing that claim. I am disputing the hype. I have a problem
with the way Twitter has been presented to the general public. A lot of people out there
have this mistaken idea that Twitter works a certain way and produces results based on
those processes. The reality is very different from the hype. The reality is very different
from the conventional wisdom.
If you want to have a snowball's chance in hell of making real money with Twitter, you
better listen up. Forget everything that you've heard before. Throw all that in the trash
can. The reality is that Twitter is very different from what you've been told. That is
precisely both the bad news and the good news about Twitter. If you wrap your mind
around the reality of Twitter, not only can you make good money, but you can make a
decent living off a few hours of work every single day. In fact, if you are very efficient and
systematic, you only need to work a few hours every single week. How awesome is that?
After all, isn't that the promise of most make money from home eBooks? Well, it takes
quite a bit of planning and smart work to get there, but it is doable. Pay attention to
what I'm about to tell you because it goes against much of what you've heard about
making money on Twitter.

What People Think Twitter Is
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As mentioned above, there's a lot of misconceptions out there regarding what Twitter is.
On one end, there are a lot of marketers who are saying that Twitter is basically just a
giant bullhorn. According to these people, all you need to do is: open a Twitter account,
follow a lot of people and just blast them with spam. There is only one outcome with
that kind of advice-you will get banned. Don't pass go-directly go to Twitter jail. That's
the only outcome you'll get. You won't make money. You won't make any friends and
you definitely won't establish a solid online brand. You will just get banned from Twitter
just like millions of other spambots and spam accounts before you. Don't go there.
Twitter is not going to make you any money if you spam. Let's get that out of the way.

Another misconception about Twitter is that it is just a communication device like a
mobile phone that you use to hang out with friends. While this is true at some levels,
this idea really sells Twitter really short. If you are going to try to promote on Twitter by
treating it like a phone, it's not going to work. At least it won't work on the scale that
really counts. This would be a sad way to use Twitter because Twitter has many different
small features that can really make a big difference when it comes to your bottom line.
Another misconception about Twitter is that it is a means for corporations to reach out
to consumers by providing a way for consumers to send feedback. Again, while there is
some truth to this, this conception misses a big part of Twitter's promise.

Making money on Twitter is not about Business-to-Consumer communication
There are no two ways about it. Twitter is not a business-to-consumer tool when it
comes to making money. If you really study Twitter and how it works and the effects it
has on large groups of people, you can only walk away with one conclusion. Twitter is a
powerful business-to-business tool. You have to realize that. You have to conduct
yourself on Twitter with that assumption in mind and you have to basically use Twitter
with expectations that it is a business-to-business tool. Once you have this right mental
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programing, then Twitter will work for you. Otherwise, you will join the ranks of
thousands of other people that are trying to make pennies off Twitter and are having a
tough time doing so.

What Twitter Really Is: B2B

Twitter is a business-to-business communication tool. It is a platform where you send
targeted messages that you direct towards influential people. It is not a megaphone. It is
not a bullhorn and it is definitely not a phone. You can try to reach out to millions of
people, but it's not going to work unless you're Lady Gaga, Justine Bieber or Lebron
James. You're not just going to have that kind of reach.
Still, there are people making hundreds of thousands of dollars in daily transactions
being initiated through Twitter. How do they do it? They don't do it by reaching out to a
huge amount of people. They do it by reaching out to influential people who by
themselves don't really have that many followers, but their word carries a lot of weight.
Focus on business influence
This is how you should look at Twitter. It is a business-to-business communication
platform that allows you to instantly communicate with people who are influential in
certain industries. These people can retweet your message to other influential people
and this can virally spread through specific channels of information and specific
industries. That is what is so powerful about Twitter. It automates word of mouth and
allows you to get in touch with people who exert a lot of influence both on the online
world and offline world.

Many Influential people in your niche use twitter
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A lot of bloggers use Twitter. A lot of professional writers use Twitter. Company heads
and decision makers-many of them use Twitter. Taken altogether, these people don't
have huge followings. However, their decisions and their recommendations carry a lot of
weight. Even if somebody just has a few thousand followers, if that person recommends
whatever it is that you are promoting, don't be surprised if people come out of the
woodwork trying to buy your stuff. Why? Your message has become credible because
influential people recommended it to their followers. They lent your message some of
their own personal credibility.
Finally, Twitter is also very powerful because the stuff that you say there has a way of
being blogged about if that stuff that you shared gets in front of the right eyeballs. As I
mentioned earlier, there are a lot writers using Twitter. There are a lot of creative
directors. There are a lot of agency heads. These are influential people. All they need is a
very interesting piece of content to appear before their eyeballs on their Twitter feed
and who knows what kind of viral spread your content will enjoy. That's how awesome
Twitter is. You have to look at it as a business-to-business platform. It is not a platform
that you use to spam individual consumers. You're not going to get too many direct sales
from a Twitter blast. However, you do get much more valuable outcome: You get to
influence influential people.
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Chapter 2

So How Do You Make Money With Twitter? B2B Influence Selling

So how do you make money with Twitter as a B2B platform? It's very simple. If you treat
Twitter as a business-to-business platform, you have to first have a business. First, you
have to have a business. Second, you have to have a business that sells products or
services to other businesses. Third, you have to follow the tips below. It really is that
simple. These are dirty little secrets that you won't get from standard Twitter guides.
There are a lot of Twitter guides out there that will have you standing by your Twitter
account and posting all sorts of stuff and only to have very little to show for all that work
and effort at the end of the day. You don't want to go that route. Instead, there is a
better way to do things. Just follow these instructions and you should be fine.

Find Influencers

Your first step after you have created a professional looking Twitter account with a
professional looking avatar and a nice looking page along with your website is to find
influential people. Of course, I'm not talking about following Lady Gaga or Madonna or
some other famous people on Twitter. I'm talking about influential people in the industry
that your target audience is in. For example: If you are selling motivational speaking
products, then your target audience are human relations personnel or heads of company
that are looking for training products to boost the productivity of their employees. See
the picture? The good news is that you don't have to do all this by hand. You don't have
to do random searches on Twitter and hope to get lucky. You can use Followerwonk. This
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tool is offered by moz.com. By using Followerwonk, you can find people based on
industries. You only need to find maybe fifty people first. Start with these fifty people.
Make sure that they are really in the industries that you are targeting.
Step 1: Go to FollowerWonk and login using your Twitter account.
Step 2: Click on the tab 'Search Twitter Bios' (see illustration below)

Step 3: Enter the niche or industry term you're looking for. This will retrieve a list of
Twitter users that have that term in their bio section.
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Step 4: Sort the results based on Social Authority. Once the list is sorted, you can click
the follow button on the left side of the page.

Next, you find influential people that they follow that are in your industry. This is very
easy to figure out. All you need to do is to search through the following list of maybe a
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handful of those people. You will see a pattern. Certain accounts keep coming up again
and again. You list down these influential accounts and you enter them into
Followerwonk. Followerwonk will then list out all the people that follow that account.
This is where it gets interesting. Followerwonk has a feature called social authority. The
higher the score, the more influential that person is. Find the most influential of these
accounts and follow them. You keep repeating this process until you have a pure list of
people that are in your industry or in your target market who have a lot of influence
according to Followerwonk. Find as many of these people as possible. The next step is to
go to their follower list and look for people who are being followed by a lot of other
people, but make sure these followers are in the industry or audience that you are
targeting.
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Chapter 3

One Tired But Necessary Trick That Everybody Uses

One of the oldest tricks Twitter users play to get followers is to follow people. When you
follow people, a certain percentage will follow you back shortly. Use Followerwonk to
follow as many people in your target niche as possible. After a week or two, check which
people are following you back and which people aren't following you.
Ideally, most of the accounts you're following will follow you back. Here's how
FollowerWonk shows a 'mutual' follow account. Notice the two green arrows?

However, a large number of accounts you follow won't follow you back. Keep your eye
on these accounts. If, after several weeks, they haven't followed back, you can choose to
unfollow them. NOTE: For highly influential Twitter users, you should continue to follow
them even if they never follow back. The news or content they share make following
them worth it.
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Keep looking for influential accounts in your niche and follow as many of them as
possible.
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Chapter 4

Favorites versus Following

Influence on Twitter is measured in many ways. Two of the most popular ways to
measure influence is to measure the amount of followers you have. As mentioned
above, this can easily be faked. The second approach would be to look at the ratio of the
number of people you follow and the number of followers you have. The bigger this
ratio, the higher the likelihood that you are truly influential. There are many software
tools out there that basically automates your following. This software follows all these
accounts for you and then unfollows accounts that don't follow you back. As a result,
these pieces of software produce Twitter profiles that have very low ratios between
followers and accounts being followed. If you have such a low ratio, many people would
consider you not really influential. Why? You had to follow a lot of people to get that
many followers. In other words, your followers aren't really following you voluntarily.
They are following you because you follow them first. That's not real influence. You
have to keep this in mind.
If you want to build real influence using Twitter, you have to use this simple trick:
Favorite. Use the Twitter favorite function to your advantage. Twitter has a favorite
function where you go into an account that you don't follow and look at one of their
tweets. You then click the star icon to favorite the profile. If he or she likes your profile,
then he or she might follow you. This is exactly why many smart marketers on Twitter
don't automatically follow other people. They use the favorite function instead. By doing
this, they preserve their high ratio of followers to accounts being followed. They look
more presentable. They look more authoritative to people who would want to follow
them. This is marketing on Twitter. Use the favorite's function to your advantage.
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Here is a step by step guide on how to use Twitter's 'Favorite' function to build your
social influence.
Step 1: Find influential people who aren't following you using FollowerWonk

Step 2: Don't follow them, but load their Twitter accounts.
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Step 3: Pick a post that is closely related to the niche you are targeting and click
FAVORITE.
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Chapter 5

Taking Favorites To The Next Level

Now that we have established that it's a better idea to use the favorite's function instead
of just following other accounts. You have to use the favorite function intelligently. You
can't just go to all these accounts and just favorite their posts. You're basically just taking
random shots. You are just taking a shot in the dark. Sure, you might get some results,
but you're basically playing a numbers game. If you want to truly maximize the benefits
you get using the favorite's feature secret, you have to play it smart. Target hashtags
instead. People who put hashtags on their posts are obviously interested in specific
categories of information. Find hashtags that are most related to your niche. Next, do a
targeted Twitter search for those hashtags. Once you see the results, just click through
to the account and then you can quickly see from the biography of the person who
posted the tweet, whether that person is in your target market then you click favorites.
The good news is that you don't have to do all of this by hand. There are software
packages available that allow you to target certain hashtags for favorites. I suggest you
buy one of these software packages because you can run them automatically. Your
Twitter account can gain influential followers without you having to physically manage
your account. This can eat up a lot of time if you're going to do this manually.
Check out the next page to see what a hashtag search result page looks like.
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Chapter 6

Retweeting The Smart Way

A lot of bogus Twitter advice books out there say that you have to retweet a lot for you
to get on the good side of highly influential people that you are trying to make your
followers. There is some truth to this. When you retweet people's posts, they do notice.
However, if your feed looks like it's just a complete list of retweets of other people's
tweets, there is really no incentive for somebody to follow you. Why? If they wanted to
get a specific piece of information, they'd go to that influential person that you
retweeted. Do you see the logic of that? Why would they go to you when they can go to
the person you retweet frequently? This is why you should retweet strategically. Retweet
seldomly. Space out your retweets. Also, select the people that you're going to retweet.
Make a big deal out of it. Send them an @ message. Making it clear that you retweet
their work. The whole point of this exercise is for them to notice you and them to follow
you. That's the whole point. You have to be very careful regarding what you retweet
because your account might suffer. Why? If people who are following you noticed that
you're just retweeting garbage, they're going to stop following you. So you're walking a
tightrope here. You're trying to impress influential people and at the same time you're
trying to avoid alienating the people who are following you. The bottom line is make
sure all your retweets are high quality materials. Only retweet stuff that is very specific
to your niche.
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Chapter 7

How To Use @ For Maximum Exposure

When you follow influential people, you're not really benefiting. Why? Your messages
are not getting in front of their eyeballs. The whole point of using Twitter as a B2B
platform is to get your message in front of the right eyeballs. To do this, you need to use
the @ intelligently. Here is how you use the @ for maximum exposure. When there is
late breaking news in your niche, always mention two or three influential people. Add
their names to the tweet that you're going to send out. Don't retweet very important
news. Don't retweet very important developments. Go to the site that is the source of
that information and click the Twitter button there. When you do that, your tweet won't
appear as a retweet. It would appear original. Make sure to add the names of two or
three influential people to your tweet. If you keep repeating this enough times and you
rotate among these influential people, chances are some of these influential people will
start following you. Why? You would have established your credibility as a source of
authoritative high value information.
See the image below for an example of an @ conversation with an influential person in
the #SEO niche
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Exposure Is The Name Of The Game, Not Direct Sales

I can'temphasize this enough. The whole point of Twitter is that it is a B2B platform. You
are basically trading influence. Influence is the 'money' of Twitter. The more influence
you have, the more opportunities you get in turning that influence into cold hard cash.
Don't lose sight of this valuable truth. If you get too bogged down in the details and
small features of Twitter, it is very easy to forget this. Your game plan with using Twitter
is to maximize your influence. The more influence you get, the higher the chance that
you will make quite a bit of money with Twitter.
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Chapter 8

Don't Be Shy

One of the most powerful features of Twitter is the @ feature. This feature can explode
your reach. Interestingly enough, you don't have to have a lot of followers or have a lot
of influence to explode your reach. All you need to do is to get a list of influential people
in your niche. Once you have that list as outlined above, you have all the tools you need
to reach a lot of people. Since you're using Twitter as a B2B platform, it is very important
that you maximize your B2B reach. In other words, you have to draw the attention of the
right people with the right message. As I have mentioned earlier, you should be very
careful with your retweets. You don't want to sound like a broken record. You don't want
to sound like you're just blowing your own horn and posting the same stuff over and
over again. You have to post materials that you know that influential people would be
interested in hearing about. Why do you want to do this? If you post stuff that influential
people like, chances are high that they will retweet that material. In other words, they
will broadcast your broadcast to their followers. This can have a tremendous effect on
the reach of your messages. The more influential people retweet your posts, the more
eyeballs will see your posts. The more eyeballs see your posts and your name on Twitter,
the higher the likelihood that these people will follow you. You see how this works? This
is why it's very important for you to be strategic in your @ messages to authority figures
in your niche.

Just like in real life, you only have a limited number of chances to make a good
impression. Don't blow that impression by sending a lot of @ messages to influential
people and sending them garbage. It's not going to work. People are not going to care
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just because you mentioned their name. People are definitely not going to care if you
mention their name along with the link to content that doesn't really work or is of low
quality. You have to study influential people carefully. Figure out what they like to share.
Figure out what they like to tweet. Your next step is to find information in your niche
that is similar to the stuff that they like to share. The closer the similarity, the higher the
chance that your message will get retweeted. Once you have identified this information,
make sure you write very intriguing or attention-grabbing headlines. Don't automatically
go with a headline of the articles that you are going to be sharing. Many of the articles
that you will be sharing are written in a flat or lifeless way. That's not going to get you
much attention from influential people on Twitter. Feel free to rewrite the titles of the
stuff that you will be sharing. Make sure that you share materials that influential people
would be interested in. This is why it's very important for you to study the content that
you're going to be sending out, the title you're going to be sending out and the @ names
that you will be sending with that tweet. You only have one shot so make sure that
everything is right.

To maximize the power of your tweet, you might want to also include appropriate
hashtags with your tweet. This is not always possible. Sometimes the title is so long or
you put too many @ names with your tweet that you can't put a hashtag. Still, as much
as possible, make sure you use a hashtag. If you play your cards right, you are doing
three things at once. First, you're targeting influential people in your niche on Twitter by
sending them information that they are probably interested in and might want to share.
Second, you are sending tweets that have attention-grabbing headlines. This can
increase the chances of your tweets being shared by influential people. Third, you are
using hashtags to reach out to a community of people that are interested in a particular
subject matter. If you compose your tweets properly, you will reach more people. You
will reach the right people and you get to piggyback on the influence of influential
people in your niche. Don't expect to do this right the first time you try it. In fact, even
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after you've tried twenty or thirty or even fifty times, you might still get spotty results.
Even if you get disappointing results, keep improving your game. Keep playing around
with the title. Keep finding the best type of information to share and keep fine-tuning
your list of authority figures in your niche. Once you fine-tune your tweets through
enough practice, you will just get better at it and your tweets will become more and
more powerful.
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Chapter 9

Scheduling Matters

Do you think if you just send out tweets in rapid succession, people will pay attention?
Do you think that if you spread out your tweets across a 24 hour period and within the
week, that you will reach your target audience? Sadly the answer is NO to all of the
above. On Twitter, scheduling does matter. Obviously, people aren't on Twitter on a 24/7
bases. People have busy lives. The more influential the people, the less time they're
going to be on Twitter. This is just the fact of life that you need to live with. You have to
figure out a way to reach the people that you want to reach at the best possible time.
This is why it's very important to schedule your tweets on Twitter. You can use a variety
of online tools. The two best tools that I've found are Buffer and Hootsuite. There are
free versions of these tools. However, if you want to really make the most use of these
tools, you would have to pay their low monthly fees. Don't worry, their monthly starter
rates are very-very affordable. You use these tools to schedule your tweets.
See sample Hootsuite dashboard below. Notice 'Scheduled Tweets'?
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As mentioned above, you have to send the right tweet to the right people at the right
time. Otherwise, you're just be wasting your time. You can't obviously do this in rapid
fire succession. You would risk annoying people or most of the time, they're just not
there to be notified of your tweet. You need to schedule your tweets so that they get
send out at the most opportune time. This is the time that your target audience is most
likely to be on Twitter. Also, you need to schedule your tweets so you don't need to send
anything out on the weekend. Usually, people don't work on Sundays so you might want
to leave Sundays off your schedule. On Saturday, may people only work half day or they
don't work at all so you might want to leave Saturday off your schedule as well. The real
action is in the regular week. Figure out where on average of influential people in your
list lives. Try to figure out the average time where everybody has a high likelihood of
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being on Twitter. Start from there and then schedule more and more blocks of time
outwards from that central time. Also, you might want to schedule tweets every fifteen
minutes or more. Anything shorter than fifteen minutes will seem spammy and
annoying. If you worked hard to get followed by a very influential person in your niche,
you might just be harming yourself and flushing all that hard work down the toilet if you
send a blast of tightly packed scheduled tweets to that person. Don't abuse the tweet's
scheduling system. Make sure that you send only quality and you send at the right time.
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Chapter 10

Tweet To Get Noticed!

Twitter is like speed dating. You basically don't have much time to truly know another
person. You basically get to know people in a very short period of time. In that short
period of time, they say something that tries to get your attention. If they say the right
things, you will dig further and you might want to follow them back. That's how it works.
Just like in speed dating, you just don't have that much time to truly know the other
person. You just have to keep processing your list. This is why it's very important to write
tweets that have a strong subject line. Think of it this way: You only have one shot at
making the right impression.
Influential people on Twitter are very busy. Influential people in your niche are following
hundreds of other people on average. This means that they are seeing all sorts of
messages on their Twitter feeds. They don't have that much time to dwell on whatever it
is that you are sharing. This is why it's crucial that the titles of the stuff that you are
sharing immediately grab their attention. The best way to do this is to use certain
shortcuts. You can appeal to fear. You can appeal to greed. You can try to be mysterious.
You can use the term 'secrets.' You can appeal to their fear by using the word scam or
hopes or fraud. Of course, throughout all these activities, you have to be very careful of
the law. You cannot lie. You cannot misrepresent. You cannot commit fraud. If you do
that, your whole social media marketing campaign will fall apart. Who wants to get
sued? At the end of the day, the objective is to get a click from Twitter. That's the
objective. But you don't have to bend your morals or break or lose your integrity to do it.
Play within the bounds of ethics. It's okay to bend things just don't break them. Also,
when you write titles, don't stretch things so far that the person who clicks your title will
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get disappointed when they go to the story. The story must be able to deliver on
whatever promises you make in the title.

Final Words

Marketing on Twitter is a marathon-it is not a sprint. It takes a lot of sustained effort
over a long period of time for you to get the full benefit of Twitter. As mentioned above,
the key benefit that Twitter brings to the table is not direct sales. Although direct sales
would be nice, Twitter delivers something far more valuable. Twitter delivers influence.
If you want to make money online, you have to have influence. You have to have
authority. That's the bottom line. Why? People won't buy from you if they don't trust
you. The number reason why people trust you is because they think you have credibility.
In other words, they think you have authority. Twitter helps you build authority because
you get to put your message and value proposition in front of the eyeballs of people that
matter in your niche. If you play the Twitter game right, you basically piggyback on the
influence and trust accorded to leaders in your niche and you compile your own
authority and credibility because they referred you. That's how it works in real life. You
can't just go into a company and expect to make a sale. Somebody should have referred
you. When you get a referral, some of the authority and people's respect for the person
referring you rubs off on you. This plays out the same way on Twitter. The more you get
retweeted, the more you get talked to. The more you engage thought leaders and
authority figures in your niche, the more you collect trust and credibility from them.
Eventually, you gather enough trust, credibility and authority that you can start
recommending your own products and start generating real sales. That's how you play
the game on Twitter. It's not a short-term spamming game. The real game on Twitter is a
long game. It's all about the long-term. By building your business on solid authority, you
are building a business that can withstand the test of time.
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Conclusion

Thank you for downloading my ebook. If you need assistance with Twitter or you have
questions regarding any of the tips I mentioned in this ebook, feel free to contact me at
contact@geneeugenio.com
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